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File Search Search for files/texts in a specific folder. Search for a file or a text in all files of a specific folder.
Replace Replace a text or a file by another one. Search in Current folder Search for a file or a text in the current

folder. Search in All folders Search for a file or a text in all folders. Replace in All folders Replace a text or a file in
all folders. Compare Files Compare two files byte by byte. Compare two files character by character. Compare two

files byte by byte character by character. Show differences Show the differences between two files. Compare
Directory Compare the contents of two directories. Search for specific files Search for a file in a specific folder.
Search for a file or a text in all files of a specific folder. Search for a word or a text in the contents of your files

(texts, e-mails, mp3.). Automate the repetitive tasks of replacement and insertion of text in several files. Specify a
single word or a text and find it in the contents of all your files (texts, e-mails, mp3.). Search through a directory
recursively, using boolean operator. Search through a directory recursively, using the files extension. Search
through a directory recursively, using date modified. Search through a directory recursively, using timestamp.

Search through a directory recursively, using size. Replace string in specific files Replace a string (contains the
char you specify) in every files of a specific folder. Replace string in specific files in a specific extension Replace a
string (contains the char you specify) in every files of a specific extension. Replace string in specific files in specific
date Replace a string (contains the char you specify) in every files of specific date. Replace string in specific files in
specific size Replace a string (contains the char you specify) in every files of specific size. Replace string in specific

files character by character Replace a string (contains the char you specify) in every files character by character.
Replace string in specific files byte by byte Replace a string (contains the char you specify) in every files byte by

byte. Replace string in specific files byte by byte character by character Replace
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- Compare two folders: show differences with a graphical and interactive help. - Manage your searches in a Tree
View: to rearrange your results, you can drag and drop the elements from one tree to another. - Search and

replace text / files: show the total number of results for your search, modify the case (uppercase or lowercase) or
delete the text to replace. - Search and replace a string in several files: allow to use the Find - Replace feature in
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one or several files simultaneously. - Automate searches: add, modify, and remove the criteria thanks to a dynamic
interface. - Find and replace (Text viewer, Word processor, Notepad) - Interface and language support: English,

Spanish, French, Italian, German. - Configurable size of the search results list. - Automatic display of the dialog box
for each replacement of a single word. - Compare the content of two files: show only the differences between the
two files. - Recursive search: you can show a sub-directory tree with all its content. - Configuration through XML. -
Open your files with a program you prefer. - Autostart. - Support for Mac OS X. - A clean and easily use interface. -
Full integration into the explorer. - Supports the extensions: doc, docx, pdf, vcs. - Supports the languages: English,

Spanish, French, Italian, German. - Supports UTF-8 encoding. - Supports drag & drop. - Automatically searches
the contents of your email. - Gives you the opportunity to open two files without having to change manually the

associated programs. - Supports Drag and Drop. - Automatically checks your files for spelling and format errors. -
Automatically creates a backup version of your files. - Equivalent to Unix's "diff" command. - More than 180 existing

files supported. - More than 180 existing files supported. - Configurable size of the search results list. - Window
without a top bar, this mode can be used for the display of large files. - Configurable size of the search results list. -

Window without a top bar, this mode can be used for the display of large files. - Configurable size of the search
results list. - Search / Replace function: to easily perform repetitive tasks. - Advanced options for each file: the

attributes of the file (size 09e8f5149f
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REPLACE entire or part of a file. SEARCH entire file or part of file. DIFFENER compare two files byte by byte.
COMBINE compare file contents. COMPARE determine identical/different for two files. BACKUP backup current
content of the folder. BACKUP copy all sub folders. SEARCH file is the same or different from the source file
SEARCH all files of a specific type. SEARCH any file on the disk. SEARCH a specific file among all files of a
specific type. SEARCH any text inside file. SEARCH a specific text inside file. SEARCH a text inside file and
replace it. SEARCH a text inside file and replace it with an other one. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all
files inside a folder. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all text files inside a folder. SEARCH and replace all
occurrences in all e-mails inside a folder. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all mp3 files inside a folder.
SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all files matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in
all files matching a given pattern and then replace them with another pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences
in all txt files matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all pdf files matching a given
pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all jpeg files matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace all
occurrences in all songs matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all avi files matching a
given pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all movies matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace
all occurrences in all images matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all xml files
matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all calendar files matching a given pattern.
SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all pdf files matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace all
occurrences in all mp3 files matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all videos matching
a given pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all books matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace
all occurrences in all notebooks matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all ppt files
matching a given pattern. SEARCH and replace all occurrences in all documents matching a given pattern.

What's New in the Speed Search?

========= Speed Search is a software to search, to replace and to compare the contents of one or several
folders. Each function is implemented in three ways: Full text scan to perform a brute force search on folder and
each file, by custom file extension filters and by custom character/byte-by-byte comparison filters. You can also
specify the number of files to scan when you use the Fast search filter option. Speed Search is optimised for multi-
core computers and allows to control its speed/performance. Speed Search allows you to easily replace several
occurences of a certain string in every file. It's designed to replace string in texts of every file and it is not efficient to
replace a string only in a few files. If you want to use Speed Search to search for information in these files, you
must first perform a full text search. You can also perform a comparison between two folders. With Speed Search,
you don't have to manually compare the results of a full text search. Speed Search supports Unicode letters,
numbers, letters and symbols. If you want to modify or replace several occurences of a string in all your files, you
must specify the number of occurences (from 1 to 9999) and the replacement string you want to use (one character
at a time). You can also define a filter to restrict the search to a certain file extension (incl.ing Word, Excel, PPT,
PowerPoint, RTF,...). You can restrict the search to a specific character or byte in the content of the files (incl.ing
ASCII, UTF8, UTF16, Unicode...) Key features: ======= Speed Search provides three ways to perform searches: 
1. Full text scan With this method, Speed Search use the content of the files or the texts as an index. It allows you
to perform a brute force search of every file or each text. With this method, Speed Search does not need to open
the file or use the word processor or the viewer as long as the file or the text is saved. Thus, Speed Search is the
fastest and the most efficient method to perform a search on your files or on your texts. For example, if you want to
search for all occurences of the word "banana" in your database, it is the fastest way. For example, if you want to
search for "The Quick Brown Fox" in a database of files and
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System Requirements:

TURBO RAGE 2 - EX - 4 GB of RAM - 600 MB of hard-disk space - DirectX 11 - NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 Ti,
GeForce GTX 660, GeForce GTX 650, GeForce GTX 650 Ti BOOST, GeForce GTX 650 TiB - AMD Radeon HD
7870, Radeon HD 7870 GFX, Radeon HD 7850, Radeon HD 7850 GFX, Radeon HD 7850 BOOST - Intel HD
Graphics 4000 - CPU: Core i3-41
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